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+14159829738,+14159821111 - http://www.goldenboypizza.com/

A comprehensive menu of Golden Boy Pizza from San Francisco covering all 16 courses and drinks can be
found here on the card. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details

provided on the website. What Emily likes about Golden Boy Pizza:
This place was so good, we dug in before I could even take a picture. I knew I chose the right place to eat when I
showed up and there was a decent sized line to wait it, but it was worth the wait. This pizza has crust that is thick

and fluffy, unlike crust I’ve ever had before. A small pizza is equivalent to 4 slices. We shared a small pizza
between two people and it was enough, but so yummy we could have easily gon... read more. The restaurant
and its rooms are wheelchair accessible and thus usable with a wheelchair or physiological limitations. What

Frank Dohms doesn't like about Golden Boy Pizza:
Basic pizza similar to what we ate in college after the bars closed. Not gourmet but priced as such. Quick and

generally acceptable when you're in the mood for comfort food. read more. At Golden Boy Pizza from San
Francisco you can enjoy delicious vegetarian courses, in which no animal meat or fish was processed,

Furthermore, the drinks menu in this restaurant is impressive and offers a good and extensive selection of beers
from the area and from worldwide, which are definitely worth a try. Of course, there's also tasty pizza, baked

straight from the oven according to traditional recipes, The menus of this establishment can also be enjoyed at
home or at the party thanks to a catering service.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
SPRITE

Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

Sid� dishe�
MIXED VEGETABLES

Topping�
TOPPINGS

Drink�
DRINKS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�

bein� serve�
PIZZA

P�z�
PEPPERONI PIZZA

GARLIC PIZZA

Restauran� Categor�
VEGETARIAN

SICILIANA

Ingredient� Use�
GARLIC

PESTO

CHEESE

VEGETABLES

MEAT

SAUSAGE
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Opening Hours:
Monday 11:30-21:00
Tuesday 11:30-21:00
Wednesday 11:30-21:00
Thursday 11:30-21:00
Friday 11:30-23:00
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